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ABSTRACT 

 

With flight test data acquisition and avionic bus data demands increasing every year, a new breed 

of network switches and recorders are needed to handle the new extreme data load to aggregate 

and record on solid-state media. Flight test instrumentation switches and recorders must perform 

in harsh environments with ultra-high levels of reliability. They must also facilitate fast and 

efficient movement and storage of data. Switches also require many features such as data 

aggregation, port-mirroring, and QoS (Quality-of-Service) support while recorder features such 

as port truncation, and support for PCAP, DARv3 & CH10 recording formats are important. This 

paper will discuss these needs and outline some use cases for new 10 GbE network switches and 

recorders. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Flight test instrumentation (FTI) data acquisition systems (DAS) are typically comprised of data 

collectors connected to multiplexers via serial, point-to-point links. Data flows upstream from 

the sensors or avionics buses to the data acquisition units, to the multiplexer and finally to the 

recorder or telemetry transmitter. In a networked flight-test data acquisition system, data is 

transported through the network and at the core of this “fabric” is the network switch. The switch 

is responsible for distributing and directing data within the network.  

 

Network switches in an FTI role face burdens a normal office switch does not. They must be able 

to distribute data packets within the network while performing in a harsh airborne environment, 

occupying a minimal amount of space, operating with limited or no external cooling, be 

configurable, and deal with the distribution of time information. Modern FTI systems often 

collect, in addition to traditional data from sensors and avionic busses, data from high-speed 

cameras and new 10 GbE HD cameras. 
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New network switches and solid-state data recorders (with unique sustained write to media 

capabilities) need to be developed to handle this data increase. 

 

A MODERN INSTRUMENTATION NETWORK 

 

The traditional network-based flight-test instrumentation data acquisition configuration in figure 

1 includes the core network fabric component network switch, IP recorder and data acquisition 

units (DAU). The DAUs provides the data to be transported by the switches to a network-based 

solid-state IP recorder and to the telemetry transceiver unit. 

 
Figure 1- Traditional Network DAU and Recorder Diagram 

 

The primary task of a network switch is to filter and forward packets. Network switches connect 

various network segments to form larger heterogeneous networks. Acting as the traffic cop for 

network data, the switch carries and directs frames between segments connected to its ports. As a 

core component of a network-based data acquisition system, an ideal switch must be capable of 

operating in a large number of configurations. The network switch must transport and aggregate 

data between data sources and data sinks, with a mixture of devices operating at rates ranging 

from a few thousand bits per second to 10 gigabits per second over twisted copper pairs or fiber 

optic links. The network switch must also facilitate time distribution to all acquisition devices, 

e.g. IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP), to ensure time coherency between the data 

collected. 

 

IMPORTANT FTI SWITCH CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The following is a list of important features to consider when including an Ethernet switch in an 

airborne data acquisition network: 

 

 Port count / density 

 Port speeds (10/100/1000/10000 Mbps) 

 Media support (twisted-pair copper or fiber) 

 Support for IEEE 1588 PTP 



 Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities 

Multicast addressing and groups 

 Managed or unmanaged switch 

 Ruggedization 

 

An obvious consideration is how many ports will be required. This is a function of the number of 

devices that need to be connected and what topology is best suited. A single switch with many 

ports may be suitable if the connected devices are all close to each other. If there are several 

devices remote from each other, it may be better to use several smaller switches which then 

connect to a central switch to aggregate data closer to the devices and thus save on wiring length 

and weight. Port speed also depends on the configuration, typically smaller aggregator switches 

can be slower than a central switch which may be managing the data from the entire system. 

Support for the cabling being used is also vital, sometimes a single switch can handle both 

copper and fiber. 

 

Link (or port) aggregation is a method of combining, or aggregating multiple network 

connections in parallel in order to increase throughput beyond what a single connection could 

sustain, and to provide redundancy in case one of the links should fail. A link aggregation group 

combines a number of physical ports together to make a single high-bandwidth data path, which 

allows the switch to be configured to implement traffic load sharing among the member ports in 

the group and to enhance the connection reliability. 

 

In order for DAUs to sample parameters at the same time, DAUs must first be synchronized with 

each other. The IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [1] is a network protocol which allows 

all DAUs in a system to be synchronized to an accuracy of 100 nanoseconds. The protocol is 

carried out using the same Ethernet wires which are used to transmit the data. Typically there is 

one grandmaster and multiple slaves where each DAU in the system is a PTP slave. The 

grandmaster seeds the time to the slaves and through a handshaking protocol the slave figures 

how accurate its own time is with regard to the grandmasters time and adjusts its own clock 

accordingly.[2] 

 

Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) snooping is the process of listening to IGMP 

network traffic to control delivery of IP multicast traffic. IGMP snooping is designed to prevent 

hosts on a local network from receiving traffic for a multicast group they have not explicitly 

joined. IGMP snooping allows a switch to only forward multicast traffic to the links that have 

solicited them. Network switches with IGMP snooping listen in on the IGMP conversation 

between hosts and switches and routers and maintain a map of which links need which IP 

multicast transmission. 

 

An ideal FTI switch would also support QoS capabilities such as traffic classes, port priorities, 

input priority lists, QoS control lists, port and queue egress shapers. For layer 2 and 3 switching, 

support for the following is advantageous: static MAC address tables, virtual VLANs, private 

VLANs, port isolation, VLAN trunking, symmetric flow control, non-blocking operations, 

switching traffic between ports (at line rate), IEEE-1588 PTP accuracy of better than 100 ns and 

software-based declassification of non-volatile memory internal to the switch. 

 



Multicast addressing allows a node to send frames to multiple destination nodes. A switch can 

maintain a list of node addresses that are members of a “multicast group”. Once registered to the 

group, nodes can receive multicast traffic bound for that group. Some switches allow the 

automatic detection of multicast groups by “snooping” the packets exchanged by nodes during 

the registration process. This helps the switch determine what physical ports to send multicast 

packets. 

 

Features often available on managed switches can be useful for optimizing and monitoring the 

flow of data. These include flow control, fault detection, QoS, port trunking and performance 

statistics. And finally environmental ruggedization for the network switch, and other equipment, 

including the recorder, that need to operate in an airborne environment is needed. This includes 

stringent requirements related to shock, vibration, temperature, altitude and resistance to 

contaminants. 

 

USE CASES 

 

The following use cases present examples of how high bandwidth switch and recorder products 

can, and are, being used.  

 

USE CASE – 10 GbE INSTRUMENTATION NETWORK 

 

As commercial and other avionic busses have increased bus-data rates from 100 kbps to 100 

Mbps and 1 Gbps over the past 30 years, the systems needed to transmit and store this bus data 

are becoming insufficient with current 1000BaseT network architectures. 

 

New architectures with 12-port 1 GbE capability and port aggregation to 10 GbE allows the 

avionic bus LRUs and 10/100 Mbps DAUs to interface with the 10 GbE ports on the network 

recorder that can write to solid-state disks with sustained full line rates. 



 
Figure 2- An example 10 GbE LRU network diagram 

 

USE CASE – 10 GbE HIGH-SPEED CAMERA NETWORK 

 

The typical high-speed camera configuration for store-separation use needs multiple cameras per 

store-separation event and requires many cameras networked with aggregation switches and a 

core switch. This allows streamlined configuration and command control to arm and trigger 

cameras and subsequently move the volatile image data to non-volatile storage on a network-

based solid-state recorder. 

 

 
Figure 3- High-speed Camera Network Diagram 

 



In figure 3, the camera system contains a large number of cameras, in this case 36, connected to 

the core switch using aggregate network switches that allow camera data to be sent to the 

recorder with minimal network cabling. The camera system has some core fabric devices; the 

nMGR - a camera manager that coordinates camera system configuration and in-mission re-

configuration using a camera control panel (CCP), and PC with software to manage and pre-

configure all the system components. The recorder allows multiple channels of data to be 

recorded simultaneously and in parallel.  

 

The camera core switch uses aggregation and pause frames to manage massive quantities of data 

and pass this data to the recorder while never losing or dropping data frames. This allows these 

cameras to record all the data in under 15 minutes. In comparison to older camera systems, this 

amount of data would have taken 25-35 minutes or more to record to non-volatile media. 

 

The new use case for the camera system is to use a 10 GbE network switch as the core switch 

and a 10 GbE recorder as the non-volatile media recorder for the camera system. Such a camera 

system can be arranged as follows. 

 

 
Figure 4- 10 GbE High-speed Camera Network  

 

This camera system has the network recorder aggregating the camera download data to the 

1000BaseT ports of the switch and combining the data to the 10 GbE ports for recording at full-

line rate. Such a system would allow 60 high-speed cameras to download their image data to 

non-volatile solid-state media in four minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 



USE CASE - NETWORK SWITCH AND RECORDERS AS PASSIVE TAP 
 

Passive monitoring Terminal Access Points (TAP) are used to access and copy live Ethernet 

traffic in a high-speed FTI network. The passive TAP passes full duplex traffic transparently at 

line rate. The TAP is used to pass data for bulk data recording and mirroring the data passively to 

a device that can selectively cherry-pick data and record, or pass, that data to another data 

function. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5- 10 GbE Bulk Recorder and 10 GbE Network TAP 
 

There is one pair of optical wires for the 10G Base-SR Ethernet, one optical wire for transmit 

and a second optical wire for receive. The 10G data between device A and B can actually be, at 

any instant, 20 Gbps (10 Gbps from A to B, and 10 Gbps for B to A). Therefore, the tap output to 

the recorder should be two ports of 10 Gbps each. The network recorder converts each 10G 

Base-SR to electrical and reroutes the data from its respective ports though internal logic for 

tapping and for capturing and recording of the data. The same diagram can be drawn for the 1 

GbE port 1 and 2 as a tap and recording from the 1 GbE ports. 

 

Figure 6 shows how Gigabit data between device A and B can actually be, at any instant, 2 Gbps 

(1 Gbps from A to B, and 1 Gbps for B to A). Therefore, the tap output should be two ports of 1 

Gpbs each (J3 and J4 in figure 5). 
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Figure 6- Gigabit Network TAP 
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Figure 7- 5-port Switch as Network TAP 

 

USE CASE - 10GbE HIGH-SPEED VIRTUAL NETWORK RECORDER 

 

A very useful modern concept for a 10 GbE recorder is the notion of virtual recorders. A virtual 

recorder is a software construct that binds underlying block device(s) to a control interface. The 

virtual recorders define the data sinks (destinations) that are available when configuring ingress 

sources (Ethernet interface classification rules in this case). A 10 GbE recorder could support 

multiple virtual recorders, the user defines virtual recorders during system setup, configuration 

and provisioning. virtual recorder attributes, such as file system type, record file type and 

associated block devices, are also configured by the user. PCAP, CH10 and DARv3 file types are 

traditionally used with a STANAG 4575 file system type. 

 

An example is a simple configuration - single recorder defined. One configuration is a PCAP 

recorder using ext4 file system type. Another might be to capture all interfaces to single recorder 

or all block devices assigned to single recorder. For complex configuration, you might configure 

three recorders defined as PCAP, DARv3, and CH10 (or PCAP recorder using ext4). Another 

complex configuration might be DARv3 and CH10 recorders using STANAG 4575 or address 

238.0.0.0 through 238.0.0.255 (1G interface 1) to record as DARv3 recorder or addresses 

238.0.1.0 through 238.0.1.128 (1G interface 1) to record as CH10 recorder or everything (10G 

interface 0) to record as PCAP recorder. 

 



 

Figure 8 – 10 GbE Recorder Ingress Data Classification Diagram 
 

Configuring the recorder for ingress classification rules and includes two main parameters – to 

specify the fields which must match for the rule to be hit and to specify action as what framing to 

apply and to which virtual recorder to send data to. The configuration software for the recorder 

will need to enforce validity of rules to stop the action of sending the incorrect data type to the 

incorrect recorder. The recorder can also be configured to act as a simple bulk recorder, 

recording everything from all interfaces in a PCAP file on any drive. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Like many other modern applications, flight test continues to demand more bandwidth as more 

and more data is collected. There are a number of use cases where higher throughput 

interconnects and recording devise are desirable – the busses and sensors in flight test 

instrumentation, high speed cameras, Ethernet taps and virtual recorders for example. This paper 

has discussed the useful features, and given sample use cases, for high bandwidth switches and 

recorders.  

 



 
Figure 9: There are Ethernet switches and recorders on the market which can now facilitate 10 Gbps speeds to enable these 

new use cases 
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